INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for water resulting from the continued development of energy resources, power generation, industry, irrigation, and domestic and municipal water supplies in the northern Great Plains area of Montana will require that additional ground-water supplies be used at some time in the future. In 1978 the U.S. Geological Survey began a 4-year study of aquifers of Cenozoic and Mesozoic age in the northern Great Plains to define the hydrologic system, to determine the availability and quality of ground water, and to predict the effects of various water-use management plans on the entire system. Many of these aquifers are not used as a source of water except in areas where drilling depths and pumping levels are economically feasible. As a result, shut-in pressures from drill-stem tests on oil or gas test wells were used to calculate the altitude of the potentiometric surface and, where possible, the transmissivity for the individual aquifers. The purpose of this report is to summarize the data from selected drill-stem tests that were used in the hydrologic analysis of the aquifers in the northern Great Plains area of Montana. The study area for this report is generally the area of Montana east of the Rocky Mountains (see report cover).
WELL-NUMBERING SYSTEM
In this report, locations are numbered according to geographic position within the rectangular grid system used by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management ( fig. 1 ). The location consists of as many as 12 characters. The first three characters specify the township and its position north (N) or south (S) of the Montana Base Line. The next three characters specify the range and its position west (W) or east (E) of the Montana Principal Meridian. The next two characters are the section number. The next one to four characters designate the quarter section (160-acre tract), quarter-quarter section (40-acre tract), quarter-quarter-quarter section (10-acre tract), and quarter-quarter-quarterquarter section (2 1/2-acre tract), respectively, in which the well is located. The subdivisions of the section are designated A, B, C, and D in a counterclockwise direction, beginning in the northeast quadrant.
For example, as shown on figure 1, well 36N07E27ABBD is located in the SE1/4 NW1/4 NW1/4 NE1/4 sec. 27, T. 36 N., R. 7 E.
The locations of analyzed wells (pi. 1) were mapped by computer using the rectangular grid system to generate latitude and longitude numbers. The program, developed by the Montana Department of Community Affairs, contains a set of latitude and longitude numbers for the four extreme corners of each township. When a rectangular grid number is input, the program retrieves the four corners of that township and creates a regular 36-section township within those corners. Latitude and longitude numbers are then calculated for the center of the smallest subdivision of the section described. Small map discrepencies may exist where irregularly surveyed townships or sections have been represented as regular by the computer.
DRILL-STEM-TEST ANALYSIS
Drill-stem tests can be used to determine the fluid pressure and transmissivity of a selected stratigraphic interval by use of packers, valves, pressurerecording devices, and perforated pipe attached to the string of drill pipe. Data for 627 drill-stem tests from 523 wells in the northern Great Plains area of Montana are given in table 1, and the corresponding locations are shown on plate 1.
The fluid pressure is used to determine the altitude of the ground-water surface by the following equation, which is modified from Murphy (1965, p. 15) :
where h = altitude of freshwater surface, in feet above sea level; FSIP = final bottom-hole shut-in pressure from drill-stem test, in pounds per square inch; C = a constant (2.307) which converts pounds per square inch to feet of freshwater; PRD = depth of pressure recording device, in feet below the measuring point; and LSD = altitude of measuring point, in feet above sea level. The values for altitude of water surface in table 1 are rounded to the nearest 10 feet.
The pressure given in table 1 is coded E, C, or R according to the manner in which it was determined. A pressure coded by E indicates that the drillstem-test report contained an analysis of time versus pressure taken from the curve recorded by the pressure-recording device. These values were used to extrapolate the pressure curve to the point that represents the undisturbed formation pressure. A pressure coded by C indicates that the pressure obtained during the drill-stem test is interpreted to represent the undisturbed formation pressure because the pressure stabilized during the test. A pressure coded by R indicates that the data did not contain an analysis of time versus pressure or a curve from which to determine the breakdown. As a result, the reported final shut-in pressure was used to calculate the altitude of the potentiometric surface. The pressure value may or may not represent the undisturbed formation pressure. If it does not represent the undisturbed formation pressure, the calculated altitude of the potentiometric surface is low.
If sufficient data exist on the drill-stem-test report, the transmissivity of the tested interval can be calculated using the following equation modified from Miller (1976, p. 16) :
where T -transmissivity, in feet squared per day; qa = average production rate, in cubic feet per minute; and Ap = pressure change, in pounds per square inch per log cycle of time.
A more detailed discussion of the calculation of transmissivity from drill-stemtest data can be found in the report by Miller (1976, p. 12-17 LOCAL NUMBER  37NQ6W35DAC  37N05W13CAB  37N05W34CC  37N05W34CC  37NQ4WQ9  37N04W09AC8D  37N04W16DCC  37N03W04CAD  37N03W06BBB  37N02W29BD  37N01E20BA  37N01E20BA  37N01E20BA  37N01E34CD  37N01E34CD  37N02E02DBDB  37N02E08D8DB  37N02E11CAAB  37N03E06DOO  37N03E08CD  37N03E23CAC  37N03E23DBD  37N04E02BDDC  37N04E02CADB  37N04E02DB  37N04E098ADB  37N05E23CDCA  37N05E26BBA  37N06E08ADC  37N06E09AB  37N06E09AB  37N06E17ABDB  37N06E17ABD8  37N06E18DDBD  37N06E32DD  37N06E33BDDB  37N06E33BODB  37N08E17BC  37N08E17BC  37N08E17BC  37N10E26AAC  37N11E17BD  37N12E148DC  37N12E14BDC  37N13E03DB   LATI-TUDE  485508  485743  485458  485458  485837  485844  485725  485917  485949  485610  485714  485714  485714  485458  485458  485917  485826  485834  485902  485816  485646  485646  485928  485917  485920  485852  465635  485628  485841  485855  485855  485801  485801  485729  485458  485519  485519  485754  485754  485754  465624  485754  485750  485750  485924   LONG-ITUDE  1122104  1121232  1121525  1121525  1120817  1120810  1120813  1120029  1120332  1115404  1113817  1113817  1113817  1113535  1113535  1112544  1112949  1112606  1112241  1112208  1111825  1111753  1111026  1111026  1111008  1111305  1110242  1110256  1105805  1105653  1105653  1105816  1105816  1105924  1105758  1105711  1105711  1104305  1104305  1104305  1102212  1101850  1100712  1100712  1100018 WELL NAME GOVERNMENT 1 FED 217CBNK  217MLTN  217CBNK  217CBNK  217MLTN  217CBNK  21781LD  217CBNK  217SBRS  217B1LD  217BILD  217SBRS  217BILD  217SBRS  217SBRS  217BILD  217SBRS  217SBRS  217SBRS  217SBRS  217SBRS  221SWFT  221SWFT  217SBRS  221SWFT  221SWFT  221SWFT  217BILD  217DKOT  224STTH  217BILD  217MWRY  224STTH  2178CKF  211NBRR  224STTH  211GRNR  217BILD  224STTH  224STTH  224STTH  224STTH  211EGLE 
SHUT -IN  PRESSURE  793R  816E  770E  895C  847C  587C  871C  291R  873E  660E  240C  87R  312E  167C  332E  897C  202E  586E  898E  960E  953E  915E  601C  616E  211C  632E  1043E  905E  810E  968E  1376E  631E  SUE  1332E  518E  501C  1304E  1544E  622E  879R  1756E  1793E  182SE  569C 
SHUT -IN  PRESSURE  2082E  1240C  1216C  2083C  2120E  680E  928R  850C  805E  133C  440E  263C  209C  818C  717E  155C  827C  819C  428E  782E  634E  522E  1483E  1488E  678E  282R  780R  1130R  1622C  168R  1679C  950R  745E  1804E  693C  469C  858E  2104E  560E  642E  638E  606E  153E  589C  598E   ALTITUDE   OF WATER  SURFACE  3340  2390  2370  3260  3360  2570  2390  3130  3200  3310  3160  2940  2900  3080  3080  2810  3450  3220  3330  3090  2670  2790  3360  3380  2640  3110  2890  2610  3360  1550  3350  2400  2610  3370  3040  2780  2480  3310  2580 36N34E11  36N39E36  35N01E13BC  35NQ2E05ABC  3SN02E06ABC  3SN02E13CA  35N02E29DA  3SN02E29DA  35N03E10AB  35N03E10AB  35N04E18DABD  35N04E19AC  35N05E11  35N05E24  35N06E12AD  3SN07E11AAC  3SN07E21CA  3SN07E21CBO  35N07E21CBD  35N07E22C  35N07E27ABD  35N07E27ABD  35N07E26ABD  35N07E28ABD  35N07E29AAC  35N07E29AAC  35N07E33BAC  35N12E33CA  35N14E36AAC  35N14E36AAC   35N15E22  35N16E01AA  35N17E22BBDB  34N01E27AB  34N02E15CA  34N02E16AAC  34N02E16AAC  34N02E3SAB  34N03E30DCA  34N03E30DCA  34N04E04DCDB  34N04E14DB  34N05E07DBC  34N06E28BDBD   LATI-TUDE  485205  485338  484952  484735  484926  484926  484720  484536  484536  484836  484836  484720  484641  484822  484634  484825  484836  484630  484626  464626  484623  484558  484558  484601  484601  484601  484601  484507  484446  484511  484511  484637  484934  484659  484048  484207  484229  484229  483958  484012  484012  484337  484207  484256  484037   LONG-ITUDE  1074214  1071413  1063314  1113314  1113000  1113119  1112458  1112935  1112935  1111923  1111923  1111514  1111529  1110242  1110123  1105259  1104634  1104944  1104959  1104959  1104836  1104800  1104800  1104919  1104919  1105028  1105028  1104948  1101023  1095010  1095010  1094518  1093419  1093004  1113510  1112736  1112823  1112823  1112559  1112313  1112313  1111250  1111019  1110744  1105736 WELL NAME 211MSBY  211MSBY  211MSBY  224STTH  217BILD  221SWFT  224STTH  221SWFT  224STTH  217DKOT  217SBRS  217SBRS  217DKOT  217SBRS  217BILD  217BILD  224STTH  217BILD  217BILD  217BILD  217BCKF  217BILD  2243TTH  217BILD  2243TTH  217BILD  224STTH  217BILD  211NBRR  211CLRD  217BCKF  211EGLE  224STTH  224STTH  217SBRS  217SBRS  217BILD  217KOTN  221SWFT  217BILD  221SWFT  217BILD  221SWFT  221SWFT  211EGLE   WELL  DEPTH  1525  2429  2045  2133  2277  2277  2500  2195  2101  2310  2785  2988  2990  1705  2467  2288  3327  2165  2156  3331  2158  2144  3240  2130  3237  2199  3243  2137  1528  3009  3009  1400  4035  4127  1780  1709  1432  1432  2007  1157  2184  2587  2767 -IN  PRESSURE  618E  614R  650E  756C  339C  778E  889E  718E  823E  568E  867C  853E  469R  72R  12ft  668E  1466E  630C  624E  732C  650E  614E  1496E  623E  1436C  646E  1400E  600E  723E  48R  679R  422E  2030E  2092E  559C  700E  160C  462E  739C  331E  840E  333E  656R  1035E  122C   ALTITUDE   OF WATtft  SURFACE  2480  2040  2490  3130  2860  3230  2530  3250  3260  3150  3310  3330  3030  2440  1960  2820  3380  2660  2640  2820  2680  2620  3540  2640  3430  2700  3360  2600  2880  1060  2000  2580  3410  3530  3240  3270  2930  3100  3230  2990  3330  2700  2580  3230 LOCAL NUMBER  33N30E05BD  33N30E05BD  33N30E34BDBA  33N30E34BDBA  33N31E32DB  33N31E32DB  33N31E33BDD   33N56E17  32N01E11CA  32N03E05DCA   32N03E11  32N03E20AAC  32N04E14ACB  32N05E11CD  32N10E24  32N11E24BD  32N11E24BD  32N11E30BDBA  32N14E09BD  32N15E14CCA  32N15E21AABC  32N15E26DBBD  32N15E26DBBD  32N16E10CD  32N16E30ADB  32N16E30ADB  32N17t20DDB  32N17E22CCAC  32N17E26DD  32N17E35AD  32N18E25  32N19E31BB  32N19E31CBAC  32N29E12BDB  32N29E12BDB   32N29E29  32N29E29  32N30E25CD  32N30E25CD  32N31E04BDBB  32N31E04BUBB   32N35E07D  31N05E09AB  31N05E09AB  31N07E05CD   LATI-TUDE  483904  483904  483444  483444  483426  483426  483437  483647  483235  483314  483238  483112  483159  483220  483101  483105  483105  483018  483253  483141  483126  483011  483011  463231  483025  483025  483050  463050  482956  482931  483014  482942  482920  483256  483256  483007  483007  482949  482949  483354  483354  483238  482747  482747  482805   LONG-ITUDE  1074948  1074948  1074713  1074713  1074138  1074138  1074034  1042501  1113412  1112201  1111825  1112154  1111034  1110300  1102234  1101456  1101456  1102129  1095523  1094507  1094655  1094435  1094435  1093820  1094142  1094142  1093235  1093050  1092837  1092837  1092002  1091912  1091912  1075404  1075404  1075913  1075913  1074605  1074605  1074214  1074214  1071308  1110513  1110513  1105118 WELL NAME FORMATION  211NBRR  211MSBY  211GRNR  211MSBY  211GRNR  211MSBY  211MSBY  224NSSN  217DKOT  217BILD  217SBRS  2178ILD  224STTH  224STTH  211EGLE  211EGLE  224STTH  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211VRGL  211EGLE  211JDRV  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211JDRV  211EGLE  211MSBY  211GRNR  211GRNR  211EGLE  211NBRR  211MSBY  211GRNR  211MSBY  211GRNR  224STTH  224STTH  217BCKF   WELL  DEPTH  1262  1732  1502  1689  1100  1316  1480  7756  1553  1662  2345  1196  2677  2793  1000  1296  3735  1100  1303  1384  1353  1386  1386  1525  750  1509  1450  1364  1600  1500  1383  1341  1463  1872  1640  1640  693  1105  1600  1198  1315  986  2660 -IN  PRESSURE  392E  588E  457E  575E  388C  541E  494R  3633R  220R  241C  900R  372E  1212E  1207R  318E  374R  1756R  325C  398C  412C  395E  427C  437C  423C  127C  386E  415C  344E  400E  416C  367E  212E  410E  631E  509E  560E  162E  303E  509E  422E  513E  212C  1195E  1195E  706C   ALTITUDE   OF WATER  SURFACE  2480  2440  2320  2380  2290  2390  2130  2940  2740  2840  3360  2860  3310  3270  2910  2780  3290  2930  2620  2580  2510  2630  2610  2700  2480  2510  2610  2420  2550  2550  2510  2660  2560  2400  2370  2330  2370  2350  2320  2340  2310  1950  3170  3180  2860   Table 1 . Selected dri11-stem-test data Continued LOCAL NUMBER  31N07E05CD  31N10E16  31N11E36ADA  31N13E15B  31N17E16CAAC  31N17E24CBDA  31N18E01BBD  31N18E18DA  31N18E32BB  31N26E138BD  31N26E13BBD  31N30E03CCAA  31N30E03CCAA  31N30E09D8AC  31N30E09DBAC  31N30E36BDB  31N30E36BDB  31N30E36BDB  31N31E19BDB  31N31E19BDB   31N32E  31N32E18B  31N32E18B  31N32E218DB  31N32E21BDB  31N33E16BDAB  31N33E21DABC  31N33E35BDD  30N08E14AC  30N08E14AC  30N08E14AC  30N08E14AC  30N14E01D8BA  30N15E18CACA  30N15E33CCA   30N21E34  30N25E15BDAA  30N27E16BA  30N27E16BD  30N29E06D8  30N31E16AC  30N31E16AC  30N32E25BDB  30N32E25BDB  30N33E12BCA   LATI-TUDE  482805  482642  482414  482656  482646  482552  482848  482646  482432  482700  482700  482808  482808  482729  482729  482422  482422  482422  482602  482602  482624  482700  482700  482606  482606  482700  482552  482418  482132  482132  482132  482132  482317  482125  481836  481847  482140  482147  482136  482306  482143  482143  481952  481952 224STTH  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211GRNR  211MSBY  211MSBY  211GRNR  211GRNR  211MSBY  211MS8Y  211GRNR  211MSBY  211GRNR  211MS8Y  211MS8Y  211GRNR  211MS6Y  211GRNR  211MS8Y  211GRNR  211GRNR  211MS8Y  217BCKF  217BCKF  217BCKF  217BCKF  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211GRNR  211GRNR  211MSBY  211CLRD  211GRNR  211MS8Y  211GRNR  211MSBY  211MS8Y   WELL  DEPTH  3118  1500  1149  1202  1802  1751  1400  1550  1370  1683  1996  1850  1852  1360  1630  1302  1366  1085  1240  1445  1630  882  1140  899  1128  1160  1145  1375  1830  1974  2074  2493  1170  1946  2766  1499  2359  1431  1652  1633  1000  1250  1200 -IN  PRESSURE  1440E  286C  229C  238E  400C  329C  355E  357C  346C  687E  800E  732E  406C  412E  551E  520E  554E  364C  430E  572E  558E  263E  478E  231E  455E  206C  212C  453E  670C  732C  870E  1030E  289C  548E  468E  402C  838E  583E  710E  637E  317C  565E  226C  422R  448E   ALTITUDE   OF WATER  SURFACE  3460  2840  2740  2620  2780  2800  2580  2670  2930  2540  2500  2450  2260  2300  2390  2320  2300  2170  2310  2420  2400  2090  2330  2060  3020  1990  1980  2290  3080  3060  3290  3260  2580  2630  3320  3230  2760  2420  2450  2240  2340  2570  2060  2120  2190   Table 1 . Selected drill-stem-test data Continued LOCAL NUMBER  30N33E29BDB  30N34E04BDBB  30N34E22BDB  30N35E04CAC  30N36E06CDA  30N36E36BDBC  30N37E31BDB  30N45E24AD  29N04W34AA  29N08E24CC  29N13E30C  29N14E12AB  29N14E12AB  29N14E21ABD  29N15E05CA  29N15E08DABC  29N15E10CCA  29N15E16AC  29N15E17BACC  29N15E19BBAC  29N15E29DBD  29N15E29DBD  29N17E03AACC  29N24E11ADBC   29N27E27D  29N33E05DD  29N33E05DU  29N47E14ABDB   28N01E05  28N01E05  28N01E28DB  28N02E29CA  28N05E20CC  28N13E36AAC  28N14E09CDB   28N14E16  28N14E16  28N18E19AC  28N18E19AC  28N18E19AC  28N19E32BD  28N21E36  28N22E31AAC  28N36E23DB  27N03E01DD   LATI-TUDE  481952  482328  482046  482302  482255  481858  481905  482038  481402  481504  481420  481728  481728  481536  481753  481702  481652  481623  481630  481543  481420  481420  481804  481717  481417  481731  481731  481612  481247  481247  480911  480911  480950  480842  481131  481059  481059  481016  481016  481016  480831  480824  480842  480958  480712   LONGITUDt  1072805  1071905  1071742  1071106  1070542  1065920  1065801  1054825  1120600  1103835  1100600  1095111  1095111  1095458  1094850  1094818  1094626  1094710  1094858  1095028  1094825  1094825  1093000  1083408  1081204  1072732  1072732  1053405  1113759  1113759  1113632  1113025  1110741  1095924  1095602  1095548  1095548  1092718  1092718  1092718  1091825  1085732  1085552  1070231  1111652 WELL NAME FEDERAL2903 211MSBY  211MSBY  211GRNR  211GRNR  211MSBY  211GRNR  211GRNR  224PIPR  217BILO  217TCCK  211EGLE  211EGLE  21UGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211JDRV  217BILD  211CRLL  211GRNR  217DKOT  217FCCK  217DKOT  217SBRS  221SWFT  217SBRS  221SWFT  217SBRS  211JDRV  211EGLE  211GRNR  211JDRV  217BILD  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211GRNR  211GRNR  221SWFT   WELL  DEPTH  1418  1280  897  1578  2401  1594  1560  5127  1820  2386  861  1623  1623  1400  2302  2479  1444  1962  1646  2095  2900  2900  3260  3958  2240  2854  2854  7475  2104  2104  1480  2056  2287  1829  1692 PERIOD  95  75  90  90  65  75  125  240  75  55  60  120  105  75  87  45  119  75  45  124  94  90  60  75  90  60  15  50  75  135  65  92  105  93  132  75  135  70  75  75  89  40  160  75  82   TRANS-MISS-SHUT-IN   IVITY PRESSURE  <1   260E   <1   430E   <1   215E  202C  44R   <1   486E   <1   481E  2375C  302E  67R  164C  399C   <1   367E   <1   375E  603C  399C  343R  16R  406C  514E  124R  118R   <1   542E  1713C   9   736E  1335C  368C  1620C  656C  706C  343C  750E  984C  200C  413C  836R  761R   <1   797E  495C   <1   443E  488E  474C  853E  520C  873E   ALTITUUt   OF WATER  SURFACE  2020  2190  1970  1890  1080  2180  2120  3170  2670  900  2740  3090  3090  2890  2980  1370  3340  2180  3110  3080  1960  2860  2940  3310  2580  3080  1090  2340  3140  3130  3300  3200  3330  3170  3040  3120  3130  3370  4490  4490  3610  3290  3320  1950 25N20E16  25N20E19ADBB  25N20E34DB  25N20E34DB  25N21E06CD  25N21E25DACB  25N21E31CCAA   25N21E34  24N17E13DBC  24N18E17DBBA  24N20E12CAAD  24N21E14BADC  24N21E30DCAB   24N30E14  23N05E11  23N16E03  23N18E03  23N18E16ACBD  23N19E25BBDA  23N20E21DBD   23N22E32  23N23E11AC  23N24E09BCAC  23N24E09BCAC  22N06E21AC  22N11E230D  22N17E36BD  22N18E04CBDA  22N18E11CBA  22N20E33DBAA   22N20E36D  21N09E33DA  21N10E34CBB  21N14E11DAD   21N20E05  21N21E04AA  21N34E32DBA  21N36E36BBD  20N09E18CC  20N09E18CC  20N10E27DO  20N11E35BDBB  20N12E33BB  20N20E04CABD  20N34E16CD WELL NAME FORMATION  211EGLE  211JDRV  211EGLE  211JDRV  211EGLE  211JDRV  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211CRLL  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  221SWFT  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211CRLL  211EGLE  211EGLE  217TCCK  221SWFT  221SWFT  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  211EGLE  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  211EGLE  211EGLE  221MRSN  217DKOT  217SBRS  217MDDY  217MDDY  217SBRS  217MDDY  211EGLE  211JDRV TRANS -IN  PRESSURE  254C  229E  569E  198C  558E  108C  312C  434C  84C  160E  218E  405C  333C  479C  716E  725E  455E  333E  352C  272E  316R  756C  758C  1866C  476E  888C  226C  247C  14R   574C   230E  542C  344C  977E  803E  303C  2178R  1766R  429C  339C  249E  796C  432C  676C  496C   ALTITUDE   OF MATER  SURFACE  2950  3220  2940  2980  3050  2770  2950  2850  2790  2720  3150  2550  2720  2250  3360  2830  3030  2680  2560  3080  2420  3290  3300  3690  3320  3620  2640  2570  2740  2960  3100  4340  3480  3680  3140  3000  3280  2540  4230  4770  3740  3720  3390 08N43E19CA  08N44E35AA  08N56E15CCAA  08N56E36DD8B  07N22E27AC  07N22E27AC  07N26E03AB  06N16E31CC  06N18E34C  06N24E15AB  06N27E11  06N29E01  06N30E27DA  06N30E270A  06N45E32  06N52E15BB  06N55E31BB  05N18E11ABAC  05N19E14ABDD  05N27E05AB  05N43E35CC  05N45E16AC  05N45E34  05N52E23CB  04N18E13AA  04N19E03ACDB  04N20E18BA  04N20E18BA  04N20E19ACDB  04N20E29BBD  04N20E29BDB  04N21E03DABC  04N45E13AA  04N46E29BB  03N12E01CB  03N21E09BB  03N22E36C  03N34E36CA  03N41E13DDBD  03N44E13DD  03N55E17CCAA  03N55E17CCAA  03N56E29BBD  02N13E36DBAC  02N20E04CA WELL NAME 21UDRV  217LKOT  211JDRV  211JDRV  217LKOT  217MDDY  211FXHL  211JDRV  211BGEK  211JDRV  211JDRV  211JDRV  224PIPR  211CLRD  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  211FRNR  217TCCK  217KCK  217MDDY  211JDRV  217MDDY  217MDDY  211BGEK  217FCCK  217TCCK  211FRNR  217TCCK  217LKOT  211FRNR  217TCCK  217MDDY  217MDDY  211EGLE  217MWRY  211FRNR  211SNNN  211SNNN  217MDDY  211JDRV  211LGLE  211JDRV  211FRNR  211FRNR TRANS-MISS-IVITY  14  --<1  - SHUT-IN  PRESSURE  873R  2195E  679C  676E  1612R  846R  458C  1526R  789E  1012C  1305C  108SC  2941C  1352C  1791E  1703C  1728R  858C  1236C  1920R  1785R  764R  1784C  162SE  877C  1081E  1014E  556C  1136C  1140C  635C  1300C  1871C  1842E  2984E  684C  1210E  769C  798E  177SE  3B4C  640E  368C  3090E  1427C ALTITUDE 02N20E17AACC  02N23E31CD  02N30E03CCCA  02N43E18AACC  02N45E34DD  02N45E34DD  02N55E1KO  01N22E11BB  01N22E11BB  01N22E11BB  01N22E11BB  01N22E22BC  01N22E22BC  01N35E04AD  01N37E12CBC  01N45E04BDAC  01N45E09DACC  01N45E21BBO  01N47E29AC  01N49E27AO  01N49E33ABCC   01N54E19  01S17E22D  01S17E25BBCA  01S43E01CC  01S43E34DDBD   01S44E16  01S47E35CC  01S49E02D6BD  01S49E23DADB   01S49E26B  01S50E17BDD  01S50E19CB  01S50E19CC  01S50E19CC  01S50E31AB  01S51E13CCDB  01S51E13CCDB  01S51E13CCDB  01S52E13AA  01S52E27DC  01S54E06BB  02S12E01AAA  02S17E22CBD  02S42E03AA BN 1  CNN SUPTST ENSI6N BU  NPRR4   FORMATION  211B6EK  211FRNR  211E6LE  211SNNN  211JDRV  211SNNN  217MDDY  217MWRY  217MWRY  217DKOT  217LKOT  211E6LE  211FRNR  211SNNN  217DKOT  211SNNN  211SNNN  211JDRV  211JDRV  217MDDY  21UDRV  211SNNN  211VR6L  211FRNR  217MDDY  217MDDY  211JDRV  217MDDY  211SNNN  211SNNN  211SNNN  211SNNN  211SNNN  211SNNN  211SNNN  211SNNN  217DKOT  217FUSN  217LKOT  217DKOT  217MDDY  211PRKM  217MDDY  211E6LE  217MDDY TRANS SHUT-IN  PRESSURE  1506E  1369C  819C  738E  719R  698R  1460E  1400C  1575C  1654E  1665E  190C  1236C  858E  1962E  730C  737C  769R  771C  1804C  633C  529C  1176E  2044C  1934E  1775C  792C  1865E  700E  637C  724C  64R  750C  397C  583C  445E  1867C  1968R  2033E  1866C  1666C  735E  1430C  875E  1982E   ALTITUUE   OF WATER LOCAL NUMBER  02S47E23BB  02S50E06D8CB  02S50E15AA  03S21E09  03S45E07CC8  03S46E05CCOB  03S46E05CCDB  03S49E33CC  03S53E02BB  03S56E1200  04S17E230AC  04S20E11AB  04S20E11AB  04S20E11AB  04S20E14  04S21E06BBCA  04S21E110A  04S21E128AD8  04S22E05CCOB  04S23E02ABAA  04S45E25BB  04S46E13CD  04S50E24BDAC  05S39E360D  05S59E17CC  06S18E03CACD  06S21E31CBOA  06S39E20AD  06S45E08AA  06S45E10BA  06S52E03CC  06S52E07CA  06S52E24BB  06S53E27CCBD  06S57E35AD  06S60E090C  07S21E02BC  07S21E10BOOB  07S21E10BDDB  07S21E10BOOB   07S21E11  07S21E11BB  07S21E110ABC  07S22E09CCA  07S22E138BD GOV 1 SNYDER 1 ALBERT 1 FURGESON1 STAG ROCK GOV'T #1 ANSCHUTZ CORP 1-10 FED #14-3 NASH1 WAITE 11-24 NISLEY 14-27 FEDERAL T.L.I AMARILLO-FED #1-9 FEDERAL 5-2 SCHEIDELER 6-10 SCHEIDELER 6-10 SCHEIDELER 6-10 MT IND #8-11 CHAPMAN 4-11 8NF #9-11 ROMANO 13-9 GOLDEN DOME 2   FORMATION  217MDDY  211SNNN  217DKOT  211BGEK  217DKOT  211JDRV  211JDRV  217MDDY  211EGLE  217MDDY  217GRBL  211VRGL  211PEAY  217MWRY  211FRNR  211FRNR  217GRBL  221MRSN  217MWRY  217LKOT  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217LKOT  217PRYR  217LKOT  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217DKOT  217MDDY  217MDDY  217DKOT  217MDDY  211CLGG  211CLGG  211EGLE  211FRNR  217LKOT  217GRBL  211VRGL  211FRNR  211LNNP TRANS-MISS-IVITY  4  ----__  --<1  <1  - SHUT-IN  PRESSURE  1916E  532E  1928C  684C  2268E  664C  646E  1826E  554E  962E  2064C  38R  2104R  2120R  2131E  1793E  1874C  1943C  1371C  566E  2247E  1870R  1752E  1773R  504R  1337E  2720C  2520E  1666E  32R  1620E  1967E  1609E  1475E  615E  523R  663E  753C  943E  758E  2466C  960E  812E  226R  550E   ALTITUDE Table 1 . Selected dpi 11-stem-test data --Continued LOCAL NUMBER  07S22E16BC  07S22E18  07S22E18ABDB  07S22E22ACA  07S23E27BD8  07S52E28DC  07S53E11CC  07S59E028A  08S42E23  08S46E19DC  08S49E24CB  08S50E20AA  08S51E34DA  08S51E35BA  08S52E1688D8  06S52E34CA  08S53E11DO  08S54E10AD  08S54E10CA  08S54E15CO  08S54E29AD  08S54E33A8  09S22E16AOB  09S39E16CAC8  09S51E25AA  09S52E04AD  09S52E06AADA  09S52E21AA  09S52E35AAC8  09S53E14AA  09S53E2380  09S53E25AO  09S53E32AA  09S53E33AB  09S54E01DB  09S54E02CA  09S54E0208  09S54E07BC  09S54E098D  09S54E308A  09S56E068C  09S56E09DCAB FED #4- FORMATION  217GRBL  211FRNR  217GR8L  211FRNR  211FRNR  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  211PRKM  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217LKOT  211SNNN  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217LKOT  217MDDY  217MDDY  217DKOT  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY  217MDDY 
